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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to describe the construction of a ge nera l purpose, 

convertab le excitation, laboratory type, argon laser. Quartz tubing was used in the 

final model while attempts to use alumina were made during earlier work. 

The final model has a total optical power output of 230 mw at a discharge 

current of 29 amperes in the de excitation mode. Provision was also made to 

utilize RF or pulsed excitation. The device is built so that several values of 

optical transmittance a re available with a w ide range of mirror placement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is concerned with the construction of a convertable-excitation cw 

1rgon laser. During the past seven years the visible gas laser has been in the research 

lnd developm nt stoge with low cost helium-neon lasers being available commercially 

:or approximately three years. Many other types of gas lasers ore avai I able but at 

1dvanced costs (1). Some types of gas lasers , particularly the He-Ne l~ser, are very 

.imple to construct utilizing materials commonly available in most advanced labora

·ories. However, the optics ore not normally available except as custom items. 

The argon laser presently has the highest cw power output available in the 

1isible light range, but this high power output requires excitation power inputs op

>roximately an order of magnitude higher than that required by He-Ne lasers. The 

ncreased power requirement subsequently requires better materials for the amplifier 

>ortion of the laser than would be required for the largest He-Ne laser. 

The mai~ components of the laser are the amplifier and resonator. Support

ng equipment consists of a vacuum source, gas supply, power source, a rigid support 

·or the amplifier and resonator , a source of coolant, and various items of instrumen

ation, the most necessary of which is a vacuum indicator. 

Lasers in general have shown great promise in many areas, e.g., distance and 

notion measurement, illumination , communications, medicine, and microminiature 

velding, cutting, and shaping. The full potential of all these areas has not at this 

ime been realized and the expected potential will not apparently be realized in any 
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of these areas in the near future. 

If one desired to explore any of the known application areas or perhaps 

branch into new areas, the first requirement would be a suitable laser. The purpose 

then in building a laser, when they are commercially avai I able, is to provide a 

higher power laser at a lower cost, while at the same time uncovering some of the 

problem areas in construction of lasers. 

The literature contains much information on the physics or quantum aspects 

of lasers such as excitation mechanisms or frequencies available for a given laser 

material. The information that is lacking lies in the area of engineering such as 

bore and cathode materials, and gas purity requirements. Within the past year and 

a half papers hove begun appearing that are concerned with the engineering problems 

of argon lasers (10) (12). As is normal in an economic system of supply and demand, 

the engineering effort which is starting to be applied to solving the practical prob

lems of building a long-lived argon laser is due to the fact that argon is presently 

the best source of cw, high power, visible, coherent light. 
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II. LASER THEORY 

Some of the theory concening lasers is relatively old having as its basis the 

theory of interferometers. The possibilities of lasers (originally called masers) were 

predicted in the early 1950's by C. H. Townes w ith the first laser being discovered 

in 1959. Then in late 1960, Javen, Bennett and Herriott (2) discovered the helium

neon laser. S i nee then, advances in lasers have occurred at ever increasing rates. 

There are several good review papers (3) (4) (5) avai I able on the operation of gas 

lasers i n general and at least one book (6). 

The argon laser came into being in 1964, (7) (8) (9), and since then many 

advances have taken place. The initial laser, operating in the visible range (8), 

was pu I sed and had a bore leng th of 107 em and an average power output of 0.5 mw. 

Currently, on a steady state basis, 1 to 5 watts of output from a 23 em long laser 

(10) is the upper long-term limit, with higher powers available in a short term or 

pulsed mode of operation. 

In order that the basic mechanisms of the laser can be better understood, a 

simplified description will be given. For more detailed descriptions the reader is 

referred to references (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( 11). 

The entire laser can be likened to the electrical oscillator in that the gain 

of the amplifier (i.e. the bore containing the discharge) must be greater than one. 

The amplifier is then provided with feedback in the form of mirrors at each end of 

the amp I ifier. 
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The amplifier consists of a tube containing the appropriate gas and terminating 

1 optically transparent windows. The gas is then ex cited by an electrical discharge. 

1 argon the discharge must be energetic enough to singly ionize the gas. The 

'scharge excites the argon atoms by electron impact 1 creating ions with energy 

:vels in excess of 35 ev, (Figure 1). This level of excitation is the upper laser 

vel or 4p level for argon. The ions then lose energy, in a laser transition, to the 

wer laser level by emitting photons. The lower laser level for argon is the 4s level. 

om the lower laser level the ions lose en.;; rgy by radiative decay to the ion ground 

Jte. Bennett, et al. (9) indicates that the radiation in this process is approximately 

~OA. The ions then decay by recombination to the system ground state. The various 

dividual laser transitions, given in Fig ut·e 2 1 were extraded from the paper by 

idges (8). 

Even though a system produces the transitions noted previously, th is is not 

e only requisi te for lase r action. A necessary requirement is that the excitation be 

fficient to produce a so-called population inversion between the upper and lower 

;er levels. Once the population inversion has been created 1 stimu lated emission 

111 take place. 0 ne photon, emitted spontaneously, can stimulate other ions to 

1it photons of the same frequency and phase. 

The fact 1hat stimulated emiss ion can take place is still not a guarantee that 

;er action will take place. A necessary c ircumstance is that the gain of the am

'fi er per pass exceed the losses of the entire system per pass . Thus the diffra ction 

;ses in the bore 1 the window losses, and the mirror losses must be kept low to 
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insure laser action. Bridges (8) states that the gains for the 4880A and 5145A lines 

are approximately 15% and 10% respectively. The use of perpendi cu lor windows 

rather than Brewster angle windows would increase the losses by approximately 

11%perpass. 
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insure laser action. Bridges (8) states that the gains for the 4880A and 5145A lines 

are approximately 15% and. 10% respectively. The use of perpendicular windows 

rather than Brewster angle windows would increase the losses by approximately 

II o/o per pass. 
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Ill. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The construction cl the argon laser was undertaken with economy very much 

in the forefront of the design considerations. This, many times 1 required the use 

of items already available in the laboratory, rather than the use of a more refined, 

commercially avai I able item. 

Attempts to use commercial alumina (AI 2o3) for the bore materia l resulted 

in failure .. The failures in this area were not the result of alumina failures but due 

to poor joining or bonding techniques. Further discussion of alumino as a bore 

material is contained in Section Ill C. With better construction techniques alumina 

may still be a good material for argon lasers . 

Several construction problems were surmounted during the effort and a 

strong attempt was made to keep costs low with final costs amounting to $730.00. 

The lowest priced commercial laser is quoted at $3,700 for 30 mw output (1). The 

laser that was constructed has a great amount of flexability with changable mirrors, 

excitation, and gas type . 

A. CONSTRUCTION 

I. Design of Support for Amplifier and Optics. 

7 

Gas lasers, in general, require a rigid relationship to be maintained between 

the resonator and amplifier and between the mirrors forming the resonator. Even 

though the confocal configuration, used in the present design, has the largest 



alignment tolerance it is sti II necessary to be able to maintain very tight control 

over mirror alignment as alignment tolerance is roughly of the order of 1 . 3 minutes 

of arc . 

8 

The bench or support utilized three pieces of channel, the two smaller pieces 

bolted to the back of the third. A cross section is shown in Figure 3. The resonator 

was supported by two mounts a ttached to the amplifier tube at points A and B of 

Figure 4 . The tube was clamped to the mount with Tefton "C" blocks. The Teflon 

was used because it was easily machinable, heat resistant, slightly deformable, and 

a dielectric. The mount provided horizontal and vertical adjustment of each end 

of the tube. This X-Y adjustment allows the amplifier tube to be centered on the 

mirrors , although the amount of adiustment was very limited, in the de excitation 

mode by the anode 1 cathode,. and gas supply structures. The tube mou nts were 

used to preposition the amplifier in the approximate center of the mirrors, and then 

the mirrors were co efully shimmed vertically and positioned horizontal ly to center 

the mirrors on the optical center of the amplifier prior to clamping the mount . 

Positioning the mirrors is a very important part of the a lignment procedure and must 

be done with care . 

• 

The base of the mirror mount is two pieces of 0.5 inch aluminum flat stock 

fastened together at right angles. The mirrors are fastened to a separate plate by 

a cup and cop arrangement with the mirror cushioned at the edges by small 0-rings. 

This plate, with attached mirror , is then held by three, spring-loaded , adjusting. 

screws to the base. The screws ore 3.5 inches aport and each screw is at one corner 



Figure 3o. General argon laser setup showing plate, cathode, gas return, gas 

supply, optical amplifier, mirror mountings and support structure 

Figure 3b. Cross section of support structure 

9 
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of the mounting plate. Thus 1 each pair of screws forms an axis of rotation with the 

third . Size 10 x 32 screws were used in the final design, although these are not the 

optimum with respect to thread . O ne full turn of the screw will cause a 30 minute 

of arc change in the plate or will move the end of a one meter mormal to the plate 

by approximately 9 mm . This angular change is much larger than the alignment 

tolerance of 1 .3 minutes of arc. Tops and dies were avai I able to make finer threads 

but at the some time the diameter of the screw was smaller. The smaller diameter 

screws were not strong enough to give stable support to the mirror-mounting plate; 

in fact an improvement in the stability of the mirror adiustments could be made by 

machining a finer precision thread on a larger diameter screw than was used. 

2. Resonator Theory and Mirror Selection. 

The selection of the mirrors is a fairly simple task , provided one is not 

trying to operate the loser in a single mode and/or at a single frequency. The 

spherica l mirror is a convenient choice because it allows a Iorge range of mirror 

placement and ease of alignment in the maiority of mirror placeme nts. If the con

focal arrangement is used , maximum use of the excited volume of the amplifier 

tube is used 1 as opposed to any other configuration utilizing a pair of spherical 

mirrors . The exception is the large-radius configuration where the mirror r~dius 

is very difficult to align, having alignment problems similar to the plane parallel 

resonator . 

After selecting the shape of the mirrors one needs then to se lect the radius 

of curvature . It was decided that 80 em wou ld be a reasonable value as this would 
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allow the mirrors to be used in either the confocal or spherical mode as desired. Mir

ror blanks of 00 em radius of curvature and 3 em in diameter were ordered from Cai

Astro Optical Laboratories, with a maximum predicted lead time of 75 days. The 

mirror blanks were finally received after 150 plus days . 

During this waiting period Western Electric Company and Bell Telephone 

Laboratories granted a request for a pair of suitab le mirrors. One mirror is almost 

totally reflective 1 better than 99.6% at 4880A and 5145A, while the other mirror 

is 2.2% tronsmittive at 4880A and 2.?.k tronsmittive at 5145A. The mirrors have 

a one meter radius of curvature and ore approx imate ly one inch in diameter . This 

particular radius of curvature will not allow the use of a spherical resonator on the 

present opti col bench .. 

After receipt of the mirror blanks from Cai-Astro Optical Laboratories they 

were sent to Infrared Industries, Inc. to be dielec tric coated. Due to cost, only 

one frequency was specified to have high reflectance, this being 4880A. One mir

ror has a 99.6% reflectance while the other mirror has a 2.SOk transmittance at 

4880A . The calibration chart (Appendix 5) which was supplied by Infrared Indus

tries, Inc. indicates that the coatings have very high reflectances at 5145A. The 

high reflectance mirror is 98.6% reflective while the partial mirror is 3.2% trans

mittive . The exact amount of absorption is not known but is estimated to be ap

proximately 0.2 to 0.3%. 

Boyd and Kogelnik ( 14) have developed a relationship which shows the 
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regions for which a given pair of mirrors will form a stable resonator. Mathematically 

it is given by 

(l) 

where d is the mirror separation and R1 and R2 are the mirror radius of curvatures . 

This inequality con also be represented graphically. Probably the best representation 

is given by Kogelnik and li (15) . Their graph shows that the confocal resonator 

borders two unstable regions. It is therefore general practice to ovoid spacing a 

pair of supposedly identical mirrors at exactly the confocal spacing as one mirror 

may be slightly different in radius of curvature from the other due to manufacturing 

tolerances . Thus one could inadvertently form an unstable resonator. 

l twas decided to space the mirrors several centimeters in excess of the one 

meter radius of curvature to insure that an unstable resonator was not accidentally 

formed. 

Another topic which arises in relation to the choice of mirrors is the spot 

size of the beam expected at the mirrors. Boyd and Gordon (16) developed the 

theory for the confocal resonator and later Boyd and Kogelnik ( 14) generalized the 

theory . Boyd and Kogefnik g ive 1 for circular mirrors of equal radius, the spot 

si:z..a w of the fundamental mode at the reflectors, as 
s 

(2) 

where R is mirror radius of curvature and ). is wavelength . For the confocal 
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system this reduces to 

w = yR A 
s 1T (3) 

and is the some for both square or circ ular mirrors. Knowing the spot size or the mode 

diameter is important for two reasons; choice of minimum mirror diameter for low dif-

fraction losses, and c hoice of a mp lifier bore diameter. In the choice of minimum 

mirror diameter, it should be noted that w is not the maximum radius of the beam, 
s 

but is the point at which the amplitude of the beam falls to 1/e the value at the 

center of the beam . Thus if o ne were to use a mirror with a diameter of 2w , the 
s 

effect on the resonator would be to cause high di ffraction losses. This would usual ly 

cause elimination of loser action or, at best, cause the resona tor to have low gain 

per pass . 

Boyd and Kogelnik (2) have shown that the spot sizes at the mirrors are the 

some for either square or circular mirrors, therefore one can assume the some diffrac-

tion losses for either type of mirror provided that the diameter of the round mirror 

is the some as the width of the square mirror . Utiliz ing the results of Boyd and 

Gordon (4) , the fractional diffraction loss pe r re flection can be found. Thus if the 

foetor a 2 /R A , where a is the mirror diameter , R is the radius of curvature, and A 

is the highest expected operating wavelength , is grea ter than three then for engineer-

ing purposes the mirror diffrac tion losses are neg ligible . For example if 

2 
~ ~ 3 (4) 
R~ 

then the fractional diffraction loss per reflection, a0 is less than 1 X 10-6 for the 

TEM22 mode . This value is very much lower than the absorption and transmission 
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losses of the best dielectric mirror available. The almost total ly reflective mirror 

supplied by Bell Telephone Laboratories has losses of approximately .4%, three orders 

of magnitude larger than the diffraction losses. The factor 

a 2 182 
- = ------- = 630 
R A 1000 (5145 X 10- 7) 

(5) 

for the above mirror. 

The spot size, w is calculated for the confocal configuration where s 

R = 1000 mm, A is 5145A , to be 

w. = Qooo (5~45 x w-7~ l/2 = o.405 (6) 

Boyd and Gordon ( 16) provide the necessary information to calculate the distance 

from mirror center at which 9<JO.k of the fundamental mode is enclosed. This is the 

equation 

F 
0 

= e 

x2 1T 

- R A 
(7) 

where xis the radius from mirror {or beam) center. Thus when x = 0.941 mm in the 

present case, o circle of that radius encloses 9<JO/o of the fundamental mode. A mir-

ror 1.88 mm in diameter would probably enable laser action provided the amplifier 

hod sufficient gain to overcome the re~idual mirror losses. In practi ce the mirrors 

on a gas laser are manufactured with a minimum diameter of 8w • 
s 

The mirrors used in the present design were considerably larger than 8w to s 

provide economy of manufacture, as very small and very large optical lenses (and 

the mirrors can be considered as lenses (15)) are more costly 'to manufac ture. The 

approximate 1" diameter also makes the design and construction of mirror mounts 
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easier. The 1" diameter thus insures that the only losses of the mirrors are those 

associated with transmittance and absorption of the coatings and substrate. The 

substrate of the 3 em mirrors is Pyrex, while the 1" mirrors are believed to be 

Homosil quartz, as this is the usual substrate for optics produced at Bell Telephone 

Laboratories. 

3. Amplifier Theory and Construction. 

The amplifier consists of the bore tube, where the actual optical amplifi-

cation takes place, the windows, through which· the optical power passes, and the 

other necessary tubulations required for gas entry, instrumentation, window mount-

ing, and the plate, cathode, or RF return loop. (F igure 4). Of ma jor concern in 

argon lasers is the material of which the bore is constructed. The cause of this 

concern is the excitation power lev_els required for even small amounts of output 

power. The literature (4) (12) (13) (17) (18) shows efficiencies ranging from less 

than 0.01 to 0 .3% with 0.1% being most freq uently mentioned. Therefore, 100 

milliwatts of ou tput power requires 1000 watts input at 0.1% efficiency or a dis-

sipation of approximately 25 watts/em of bore for a 40 em bore length • 

. 
The literature (12) (17) (18) indicates that the bore walls are also subject . 

to ion bombardment damage, the severity of the damage beirg proportional to the 

current density. Labuda, et al. (12) reports decomposition and darkening of quartz 

bores at ••modest" currents. Present materials are therefore not entirely suitable 

for long-life lasers. Quartz was finally used for the construction because of the 

problems attendent with the use of alumina. 
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In choosing a bore diameter one is faced with opposing choices, gain or power 

output . As the bore is made smaller the gain of the system is increased but the power 

gain per unit length is decreased . Since the quality of the optics was not par ticularly 

good and the losses of the window optics were relatively unknown , i t was decided to 

keep the gain of the system relatively high . The bore was thus chose n to have min-

imum diffraction losses for the fundamental mode . Boyd ( 14) shows that the mode 

volume at the center of the resonator is reduced by the factor 1/ f2. Therefore to 

enclose 99% of the fundamental mode the bore diameter required is 2( 1. 88)/ {2 = 

2.66 mm. Thus, a convenient diameter tube is 3 mm1 which will allow several of 

the lower order modes to hove small diffraction losses. 

The choice in bore length is dependent on the power supply ava i lable 1 cavity 

lengths 1 and desired output power . G oldsborough, et al. ( 17) indicates that the 

voltage drop for argon is inversely related to the tube diameter. 

Volts 14 
= 

em D (mm) 
(8) 

For the 3 em tube this is 4 .67 V/cm o r 187 volts across the capillary tube . The volt-

age drop for the remaining tube (approximately 40 em of 22 mm tube) is approximately 

25 volts. Thus the total tube drop should be in the neighborhood of 212 volts, which 

compares favOC'ably with a measured total voltage a cross the discharge in the area of 

202 to 212 wIn.. Goldsborough ind1cates that a t RF frequencies the voltage drop is 

not a function of pressure in the pressure range of an argon laser . This is not true 

for de where there is vorionce In the voltage gradient . The re fore the calculated 

value of 212 volts fs truly an estimate. The 212 volts allows the use of normally avail

able 230 volt power lines provided one con strike the a rc initially. 
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Labuda, et al. (12) indicate that for a 3 mm bore size the output power should 

be 0.6 mw/cm or 2.4 rrrw for a 40 em lx>re length at 10 amperes discharge current. 

Since there was not a particular need for a set power leve l in the output beam, it 

was not used as a criterion for length . 

The remaining consideration was physical restriction set by the 1 meter 

cavity and requirements of the mounting damps and tubulations. The mounts require 

approximately 2 em and the sidewall tubulations require approximately 5 em. It 

was also desired to leave extra tube length for repeated cutting or grinding and for 

positioning of the mochinists blocks used during the grinding of the 8 mm tube 

(Figure 4) to which the windows ore mounted . A good length appeared to be 20 em 

for each end . This would give a total length of 80 em thus allowirg 10 em between 

the amplifier and mirrors , at each end of the amplifier , for insertion of filters, 

cavity spoilen, beam splitten, etc. , in the cavity if desired. 

During earlier trials with alumina , bore warpage with long bores was a prob

lem. Therefore it was also desired to keep the bore reasonably short while sti II pro

viding sufficient gain to overcome losses in the cavity • 

• 

The amplifier was constructed of General Electric Type 204 fuzed quartz by 

the glassblowing service at the University of Missouri at Columbia. After the gloss

blowing was completed, the only work remaining was mounting the windows. 

The windows were Pyrex glass f lats originally ground to o flatness of 1/10 
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visible wavelength with a diameter of 3.5 em and a thickness of 3 mm. The windows, 

when illuminated by a He-Ne laser, showed considerable scattering of the beam 

when they were new and an even larger amount after they had been used on several 

different amplifiers. During one of the initial trials using alumina bore material and 

pulsed operation, the windows were heavily sputtered with metal from the cathode. 

After removal of the metal by etching, the flats were examined under a measuring 

microscope for damage. Pits were found that measured up to 12 microns in diameter. 

This was expect d to considerably increase the losses of the cavity. These losses were 

later measured at the optimum pressure and 10 amperes of discharge current as 0. 03 

rrrN per face with the output beam measuring approximately 2.3 mw. The losses due 

to window scattering and reflection are approximately 5% or more of the output beam. 

The losses could easily be higher since the above measurement assumes that the scat-

tering potnts scatter the beam in the scme direction as the beam which is reflected 

from the window face, thus tho losses are undoubtedly higher . 

The Brewster angles of the windows ore physically measured as 53° and 54 .5° 

with the values being marked on the edges of thew indows. A He-Ne laser, photo-

multiplier, and o calibrated rotating table were used to determine the angle of maxi

mum transmission. The peak of the Br~ster angle is quite broad so that accuracy of . 
the window angle need only be held to less than one degree . 

Two methods were tested for cutting the terminal tubing at the Brewster angle. 

In the fint, 0 diamond saw with on 11 thousanths thick wafering blade was used . This 

method was not as acceptable as grinding, as the blade tended to leave cutting marks 



and 1o wander, leaving an uneven surface . In the second method a watercooled 

lapidary grinding wheel was used . In this method the amplifier tube was mounted 

onto small machinists nyu blocks which hod Teflon pads under the ho lding screws. 

Once the amplifier tube is mounted in the machinists ••yn blocks, th ey must not be 

moved in relation to the tube because the windows must not be rotated more than 

1° with respect to each other. The use of Brewster angle windows polarizes the 

beam and rotating the Windows more than 1° with rE::spect to each other will 

cause increased cavity losses du to the cross polarization. 
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A special rotating table (Figure 5) having o long supporting platform was 

constructed. The platform is approximately set to the Brewster angle. The ampli fier 

tube was then fed slowly into the edge of the grinding wheel until a smooth surface 

was obtained. 

After the initial grinding the angle must be checked for correctness. A 

simple metboc:l Is used to do this (Figure 6).. A triangle MNO is Joyed out on a flat 

surface. Side NO is approximately one meter long and the angle MNO is the 

Brewster angle. A piece of optical flat gloss (reflection plate) , is marked as shown 

in Figure 6, a beam spli.tter from a bo~bsight was used in this instance. Another 

plate, the alignment plate, is mode from poster board or metal and has a 2 mm hole 

drilled as shown. This plate should not be highly reflective for safety reasons. The 

hole and the intenectlon of the ltnes on the reflection plate must be the same height 

from the flat surface upon which they ore positioned . The amplifier is positioned 

parallel to and approximately c:entered on side MN with the ground end vertically 



Figure 5. Window grinding method showing platform and Pyrex tube in 

mounting blocks 
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Figure 6. Layout of triangle used to check Brewster angl 
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above the tTiongle apex MNO. The reflection plate is then positioned against the 

ground end of the tube with the vertical line over the apex of the tr iangle. The 

alignment plate is positioned with the hole vertically above the line N O as shown in 

Figure 6 . The He-Ne loser is placed about the line NO as shown in Figure 6. The 

He-Ne loser is placed about two meters from the alignment plate so that the beam 

passes cleanly through the hole and is centered on the intersecting lines of the re

flection plate. The beam will be reflected on the back of the alignment card the 

distance of the reflechon from the hole can be related to the error in the angle of the 

tube. With reasonable core the angle con be obtained to within 15 minutes of the 

correct angle . If two different angles must be measured , it wi ll simplify procedures 

to construct two different lines MN . This will also reduce the chance of error in 

measuring the rotation . This error could be introduced by movement of both the 

HE-Ne lasar and the alignment plate . 

After the ends of the tube ore cut to the proper angle the tube shou ld be 

curefully cleaned, first with detergent and water , then with acetone or tr ich loroe

thylene, and then with two changes of methanol. The tube is then placed in the 

mounts . Next the windows ore very carefully washed . 

The following washing steps were found to work very well . 

1. Wash in worm water and detergent; scrubbing lightly with a clean cotton 

swab if necess«y 

2 . Two rinses in distilled water 

3. Wash in reagent grade acetone 



4. Immediately wash in ethy l a lcohol 

5 . Blow dry with dry air or ni trogen 

After washing, the windows can be checked for clean li ness by illuminating 

the surface with glancing white light and inspecting the surface from a low angle. 
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AFter cleaning, the windows are mounted on the tube using a good grade of 

epoxy. The .. 2 ton" epoxy manufactured by Devcon Corporation was used with good 

results. The windows can be hold in place by the device shown in Figure 7. The 

pod which rests ogoinst the window is made from Teflon and has a fla t surface to 

reduce local pressure against the window. A minimum amount of pressure should be 

u~d to hold the window in place . The epoxy is then carefu lly placed to cover the 

joint between the window and tube being careful to o btain a good seal. If it 

becomes necessary to remove the window , the epoxy can be softened and removed 

by immersing the ioint in worm chloroform. Adequate ventilation should be secured 

when using chloroform. After the epoxy is hard the joint shou ld be covered with 

two coats of Glyptol. The windows should be wiped off prior to operation of the 

I oser with Silicone treated lens tissues . 

Before connecting the required terminations to the amp lifier the bore should 

be roughly centered on the mirrors using the X-Y controls on the mounts. 

4 . Exc i lotion Methods .. 

There ore several methods available for excitation on an ionized a rgon laser .. 
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Figure 7. Photograph of device used to hold windows in place during mounting 
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The two basic categories are RF and de. The RF method has two variations. In both 

methods the plate and cathode would be replaced by the RF return loop (Figure 4). 

The first method ( 18) then requires a ferrite toroid to be placed concentrically on the 

back loop. The toroid is then wound with o primary winding. Be II refers to this as 

E-field coupling. The second method (17) uses a coil, having very few turns, and 

with its axis parallel to the axis of the loop formed by the back loop and laser bore 

to couple the RF energy into the gas. These systems hove distinct advantages in 

thot corrosive gases con be used in the loser if all internal metallic parts are elim-

i noted . The authors (1 7) (18) also state that the use of RF energy reduces bore 

erosion . 

The present system has been designed to toke advantage in future experiments 

of the RF excitation methods since the system utilizes vacuum couplings at the point 

where the plate and cathode ioin to the bore tube . This will allow the plate and 

cathode to be replaced by a Iorge bore gas return loop (Figure 4). The present 

system utilizes metallic couplings thereby limiting the present system to non-corrosive 

gases. 

The de method requires a heavy duty plate and cathode in place of the RF 

bock loop (figure 4). The cathode must be capable of withstanding the effects of 

ion bombardment. The de method con also be used in a pulsed mode of operation · 

This allows high power pulses to be obtained from the present laser configuration. 
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5. Plate & Cathode Consh'uction . 

In the course of consh'uction of the laser several cathodes were tried. The 

earliest mode l consisted of Iorge brass electrodes l/4 inch in diameter. The ends were 

finished too spherical shape and then polished . The system at this time was operating 

in a pulsed mode with currenb in excess of 00 amperes over a maximum of 300 micro

seconck. Severe degeneration of the cathode occurred with the subsequent result 

that hot metallic particles were deposited on the windows causing some pitting. 

Tho next attempt was with lc:w-ge, 2 em diameter , nickel electrodes, salvaged 

from hi~h-powcr commercial tubes. These electrodes held up reasonably we ll under 

the sa'r." puh11d conditions , showing no visible signs of sputtering . At th is point the 

pulsed system with alumino bores hod not yielded any meaningful results mainly due 

to alignment problems ond failure of the alumino to Pyrex ioints , and a .conversion 

to quor tz wos occol'f1)1ished . With the construction of the quartz system it was 

decided to convert to o hot cathode system . 

The fir-st hot cathode was o pure tungsten cathode mounted in a 70 mm di

ameter envelope . The cathode consisted of tungsten wire mesh having 0.003 inch 

diameter wire with 50 wires to the incfi. The mesh was in the shape of a rectang le 

2 em by 8 em with a final c:w-ea of 15 cm2 after mounting . This provided a tungsten 

surface urea of 71 cm2 and when heated to 2500°K hod the capability of delivering 

21 • 4 am~res of emission current . 

The envolope was constructed with four 1/8 inch tungsten feedthroughs 
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spaced in o rectangular pattern q:>proximately 2 em by 4 em. The interior ends of 

the feedthroughs were slotted to a depth of 1/4 inch utilizing the diamond saw. A 

piece of molybdenum , 1 em by 2 em and 0.005 inches thick, was folded and crimped 

over each of the 2 em dimensions of the mesh to form a header for the cathode. The 

headers were spot welded to the mesh after crimping using a small spot welder. 

Tungsten e lectrodes were used in this procedure when the copper electrodes provided 

were found unsuitable . Maximum closure pressure and maximum heat, 100 watt-sec 

were used to make good welds. Any shaping of the headers should be accomplished 

prior to spot welding to ovoid breoki ng the spotwe Ids. 

Afte r spot welding the headers were forced into the slots cut in the tungsten 

feedthroughs ond again spot welded , this time using an industrial spot welder. The 

closuro pressure was regulated by air pressure which was set at 10 psi and the heat 

used was 14 amp-seconck. Both settings ore minimum settings for the machine. The 

envelope was th n closed by the glassblower . It should be noted that Pyrex envelopes 

may be repeatedly opened by using hot wire techniques , known to most technical 

glassblowers , and then reclosed after the work inside the enve lopes has been accom

plished .. 

This cathode was unsuccessful for long-term operation due to the heat re

quired by the cathode.. The envelope was cooled by o 300 cfm blower with a formed 

shield to direct the air . After several hours of use the envelope failed . 

A new cathode was built utilizing the base of a 10,000 watt transmitting tube. 
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The feedthroughs are 1/2 inch In diameter, adequate for approximately 150 amperes 

of current when forced air cooled. Each large feedthrough connects to eight 1/16 

inch diameter nickel supports inside the envelope . The cathode, b.uilt in 8 sections 

wos mounted on the nickel supports. 

An emission coating manufactured by Kulite Tungsten Company was used in 

this cathode with good results.. Each section consists of a piece of Tungsten wire 

mesh 9.5 em long and 0.4 cmwide (8wires) having an effective emitting area after 

mounting and coating of 7.2 cm2 . The total effective area ts 57.6 cm2 which will 

support on estimated emi"lon current of 43 amperes at 900°K . The exact composi-

lion of tho <"oating was unknown. Wagener (20) gives an emission estimate of 1 to 

17 amporc::s per cm2 in the te,...,erature range of 900 to 1200°K, for Bar-ium-Strontium 

Oxide coatlngt. In order to ~ve a very conservative estimate of the emission, a 

value of 0. 75 ampern per cm2 was used. Detailed information for building the 

cathode is gtven in Appendix I. The envelope for the cathode was mode from a 

copper pipe having a wall thickness of 1/4 tnch. A spiral copper tube was also af

fixed to tho ouhide of the envelope for water cooling. The cathode requires 40 

ompcros at 9 volts to heat the flloments to approximately 1000°K. This cathode has 

proved to be entirely suitable for the present operating conditions. 

The plate used with the present system is one of the nickel electrodes de

scribed earlier in this section. This electrode has survived several hours of cw opera

tion with currenh up to 40 omperes. The only visible damage has been a slight dulling 

of the ftnish ond the deposition of a very light, semi-tronspopent film on the envelope. 
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6. Supply Systems .. 

The argon gas used in the laser is commercial grade g~s. The gas analysis . 

is given in Appendix 2 • The gos flow pattern used in the final laser is different from 

the portern used in eorlier attempts and is the pattern recommended by See, et al. 

(21). The gas is supplied at the onode portion of the laser and the vacuum is applied 

at the center of the gas return loop. Even using See• s recommendations gas pumping 

remains a sizeable problem as will be indicated in the measurement section. 

The power required to supply the various cathodes was obtained from the 

oc filament ~upply of the vacuum system. This supply has three ranges: 100 A. at 

20 V. 1 200 A. or IOV. 1 and 400 A . at 5 V. All the cathodes were designed to be 

supplied on the 100 ampere range . The filament supply is designed such that the 

secondary is holated from the primary . 

The romoining supply is the system which must supply the discharge power. 

The fint systcrn uwd was a slnsle-phase, full-wove, rectified de supply . Due to the 

lorgo ripple of the recti fled output the ore was not self-sustaining . Because of this 

tho system was changed to a three-phose 1 full-wove rectified supply • 

• 

TM supply consisted of o 3 phase variable transformer (Figure 8) having a 

3 phow-230 v primory ond o 0 to 270 volt secondary . The variable transformer was 

then connec t~d lo a 3 phase step-up isolation transformer bonk. The primary of this 

bonk was Doha connected ond nominally rated at 240 v. The secondary was wye 

connected ond rated at 400 v. This was then full-wove rectified utilizing Silicon 
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d iodes , type 1N 16 16 , rated at 600 volts, 5 amperes . Since the duty cycle is low 

for each rectifier , and since each d iode is heavily heat sinked it was determined 

that it wou ld be possible to operate the diodes at current levels co~siderably in ex

cess of their rating · This rectifier se t has wi thstood short-term loads of 40 amperes 

for per iods of up to 20 seconds , and loods of 20 amperes for periods up to 1 .5 minutes, 

The output of the rectifler has a parallel capacitor of 7 lJF for transient spike pro

tection . Lorge tronslenh occur when the discharge ignites and extinguishes, and 

hove destroyed several diodes, of a different type , in an earlier attempt. After the 

capacitor w~ added there were no further failures. 

5 inc\! tho ore exhibits a negative resistance characteristic it was found 

neco~sory to use a ballast resistor to control the current during ignition of the arc. 

The fir1t r sister wos opproxi"!o tely 18 ohms and consisted of three 200-watt resistors 

in poroll I . The resiston were then p laced in a water bath and successfully with

stood 10,000 watt dissipation leve ls . This ballast resistor was found very suitable 

during the ini tiol trials but as higher discharge currents were used it was necessary 

to replace the resistOt' with a lower value due to voltage limitations of the supply. 

Tho second reshtor is rated a t 10 ohms a nd consists of three 100-wott units 

in parallel and ploced in a water both . This resistance value was not as successful 

as the 18 ohm unit in the control of the current during ignition . 

B,. ALIGNMENT OF THE OPTICAL CAVITY 

Alig ning the optical cavity hos proven to be a maior problem in the 
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construction of the loser. Bloo (1 9) • h m g1ves t e necessary equations to determine the 

tolerance on alignment accuracy. The result" t" f f 1 tng equa aon or con oca resonators is 

w 
s e= y (9) 

where w s is the 1pot size and R is the mirror radius of curvature. This indicates that 

the normal of the mirror , in the confocal case, can be shifted by the radius of the 

spot size. for the one-meter radius-of-curvature mirrors spaced one meter and a 

spot size, w , of 0.394 mm at 4880A, 
I 

e = 0.394 
1000 = 1 .35 minutes ( 10) 

Bloom ( 19) indicotos that the confocal configuration is least sensitive to al ignment 

of all the configurations . 

Several methods were attempted but did not result in successful operation 

of the lasor. A very simple method was developed which requires the simplest of 

materials, and is described here . This method must be done carefully if it is to work 

properly. 

The room in which the loser Is located should be fairly dark , a high light 

level makes the procedure very difficult to perform . It is necessary to construct 

two cords, 3 to 4 inches on a side which are white on one side and non-reflecting 

black on the other. Flat white optical point and black flock paper were found to 

be good rnoteriols for the respective sides. Thin metal sheet, 1/32 inch thick , works 

very well for bose material. 
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On the white side of the cards two black intersecting lines are drawn so that 

the intersection is approximately centered on the card. The lines should be about 

1/64 inch wide . At the intersection of the lines a 1/32 inch diamE7ter hole is drilled. 

The cords should then be mounted in sui table holders such as a block of wood or metal 

that is slotted to accept the ccw-d. The blocks should be heavy enough that they wi II 

stay in position under light pressures. 

After the cards have been constructed it is necessary to position the cords on 

the optical center of the bore with the mirrors removed . Place the cards outside the 

mirror location so thot the mirrors can be placed in position without disturbing the 

ccrds . The cords may be coarsely positioned by sighting down the bore tube through 

the l.ole in the card. The cords are then closely positioned by sighting down the 

bore from tho opposite end a~ carefully adjusting the cards so tha t the intersection 

of the lines oppecw-s to be centered in the circle formed by the bot-e . 

The vertical height can be very carefully controlled by using sl ips of paper 

os shims . The popcr used in this proiect was 0.004 inches thick ond was found very 

useful 05 shim stock. It we» found helpful during the fine positioning of the cords 

to sight down the unobstructed bore, by using a common Flat mirror positioned be

tv,een the card and Brewster windows . The use of small lights to i lluminote the side 

of the bore and the cord being sighted is necessary. As a final check on the centering 

of th.J cords on the bore, one looks through the hole in the card at one end of the 

amplifier ond sights the intersecting lines of the opposite cord. One will find it 

slightly more difficult to see the lines when sighting through the hole. After the 
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c ords ore positioned, one must be very careful to avoid moving them. The holes in 

the cards physically identify the optical center of the bore. 
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The next step is to mount one of the mirrors in position . The first mirror must 

be a ligned prior to placing the second mirror. The position must be correct horizon

tally, vertically , ond latera lly.. In this step the card at the opposite end of the 

amplifier must be brightly illuminated . Wi th the mirror approximate ly positioned, 

one looks through the hole and sights the opposite cord. Then holding a finely 

d ivide d scale on the near side of the mirror, accurately position the mirror vertically 

and la terally. The centering of the mirrors is important and must be done accurately. 

Carefu lly clo:np the base of the mirror and recheck accuracy. Again paper shims 

c on be used for od iusttng the vertica l height. 

The last step is to illuminate the white side of the near card, but not too 

br ightly . The le vel of illumination should not be so bright that one cannot see the 

line s o n the opposite cord . looking at the back of the near mirror one wil l see the 

image of the lines of the near card.. One should also be able to see the lines on the 

for card, ond by odjusting the scrtM"s on the mirror mount, the image of the lines on 

the near cord cCJ'l be brought into coincidence with the lines on the for card, and 

should be done accurately . This procedure is then repe a ted for the second mirror. 

After aligning the mirrors the loser should be ready for operation . All work 

such as attachment of the plate structure to the amplifie r should be done prior to 

a ligning the mirrors to avoid changing the altgnment • 
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It may be necessary to excite the laser somewhat above the expected 

threshold, initially, In order to cause loser act·ton Once 1 t• h d • aser ac son as occurre 

the mirrors may be closely adjusted to obtain the maximum output. 

C. PRELIMINARY DESIGNS 

It has already been mentioned in ~is thesis that the input power levels re

quired for on agon loser ore relatively high , necessitating the use of high tempera-

hxe materials. Thus, when this endeavor was started it was desired to try a material 

other than quartz, which hod already been shown to be a less than optimum material. 

A review of severa l easily obtai noble 1 high temperature mater ials showed that 

alumino (AI 2o.y, which is gas tight and has a working temperature of 1900°C, 

might be o suitable material 

The shape or design of the initial model is very similar to that of Figure 4, 

except that the 3 mm bore is alumino rather than quartz, and the ends are Pyrex. 

The construction problem here wos how to ioin the alumina to the Pyrex . It was 

decided to try to use high temperature epoxies to form the joints . Several different 

style joants were tried, all of which resu lted in failure, not of the bonding materials, 

but of the Pyrex. The joinb were all of the sleeve type with the Pyrex as the outer 

layer. The failures generally resulted because the alumina, which has a coefficient 

of expansion simi lor to Pyrex, was being heated to a higher temperature than the 

Pyrex, which resulted in the alumino expanding into the Pyrex and finally breaking 

it . The joints had been tested for temperature stability in a furnace where the ioints 

were evenly heated and found to be very stable .. 



The next model thot was attempted was entirely alumina. Discussions with 

people in the ceramics fleld ond with McDanel Refractory Porcelain Company had 

led to the ideo that joints of alumino to alumino could be made. Thus, additional 

alumino tubing and pure alumino cement was ordered from McDanel Refractory 

Porcelain Compony for construction p.uposes . 
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The joints In this case consisted of a small diameter tube being inserted into 

the sidewall of a lc:;,-ger diameter tube and cemented in place. After the cement was 

set the structure Wal stntered, the process taking approximately 36 hours. Initially it 

,,.us fo und noccssary to overcoat, and refire the ioint at least two times in addition 

to t:le initial coot 1 bef«e the joint appeared to be gas tight. Subsequent vacuum 

t~ting showed that the iolnts formed were very porous . Additional overcoating did 

not eliminate the p.-oblem. It was finally determined that the original tubing was 

formed by on extnnlon proce which very closely packs the granules and upon sinter

i ng forrm a vacuum tight motet tal. 

It is felt that alumin~ moy still be a successfu l bore material provided that 

the structure formed moy be mode vacuum tight . It is probable that by having the 

refroctory company build the structure in one piece, possibly in slightly different 

form, that a vacuum tight structure may be formed. This may be a possible area for 

future eff«t. 

Durtng tho course of the initial trials with the alumina and Pyrex models, 

both RF and pulsed operation were attempted . Laser action was never achieved in 



those efforts For two probable reasons. 

The first was the use of a vacuum line that was too sma II and of a material, 

polyethylene , which outgased rather badly . Thus the prope r pressure was not ob

ta ined within the laser sfTuc tore even though the pressure indicators on the vacuum 

system showed very low pressures being attained . Therefore one should be warned 

to use vacuum supply lines of a fa irly large diameter especially if one is coupling 

over distances more than a foot or two. In the fina l design a 3/ 4 inch diameter, 

flexib le tube , approximately 3 feet lo ng was used with reasonable resul ts. The use 

of a larger pipe w ill definitely enhance the pumping rote possibly improvi ng the 

gas fl ow patte rn in the laser . 
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The second reason is alignment . There is o good possibi li ty tha t the mirrors, 

during the early trials, were never acc ura te ly enough al igned to allow laser action 

even unde r othe rwise ideal conditions . 

D. SAFETY CONS lOERA liONS 

When worl<ing with or around lgsers one shou ld be very careful to protect the 

eyes from the laser beam·. Each time there is an interface between the laser beam 

and a re flecting surface or optical surface e .g. at the Brewster windows, mirrors, or 

at addi tiona I optic interfaces , there is the opportunity of a stray beam of suff icient 

power to damags the eyes . There is no abso lute power level be low which one is 

safe . The range of 1 to 4 mw is generally accepted os the danger point . There ore 

severa l papers on safety in the use of lasers , two of which are listed in the bi bliography 



(25) (26) . Regard less o f the power of the loser it is recommended that the ~yes not 

be allowed to directly observe the beam or o reflection of the beam from a bright 

surface ot o.ny time . 

• 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of the work covered by this thesis was to build a working argon laser 

OS economically OS ponible' while at the same time finding problem areas for future 

work. This gool has been achieved . The laser that was constructed is easily alter

able so that different plate and cathode structures, different gas mixtures, different 

types of excl totton con be used, and other mirror systems can be easily mounted. By 

using tho prewnt set of fow mirrors several combinations of transmittances and a 

Iorge range of cavity conflgurattons are available. The output of the laser compares 

favorably with those reported previously in the literature . The magnitude of the 

oulpur for long -term operation is limited by heating considerations. 

A .. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

Expetlm ntal measurements were performed on the laser to obtain data neces

sary to ir-.decote the proper operating point, the available optical power output for 

various discharge currents, and the available output frequencies under de discharge 

conditIons • 

The optimum operating point was determined by measuring the optical output 

for various pressures with a constant discharge current .. The results of two different 

meowremel\t periods are shown in Fig...-e 9- Data runs· 6 and C were made after 

tho 'Y'tem was flushed several times with argon. The difference in amplitude 

between curva 8 and C was caused by read1ustment of the mirrors. 
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The third curve labeled A, which is incomplete ·as 1 h . Th" , a so s own. ts curve 

was mode without flushing the loser with argon after the laser hod been inactive for 

o period of 15 houn. The curve wos not completed because of severe heating of 

sections of the omplifler • The areas thot were visibly heated were the sections of 

8 mm tubing between the 3 nvn bore and the junctions with the 22 mm tubing 

(figure 4) • The COUM of the heating Is believed to be impurities which leaked into 

the sy1tem during the Inactive period . It ts interesting to note thot the data for 

curve A was obtai plor to reoclfustment of the mirrors. After taking the data 

f« curve A, the loMf was flushed with c.-gon several times, ana then the data for 

curve 8 MOl obtained. The doto Indicates that the ophmum pressure for this laser is 

opproximotoly 280 m Torr. This value Is In the range stated in the literature (5) ( 13) 

Cln . 

T loset hos be.n operoted at the optimum point over a wide current range. 

Throe r pt ntotlve curves, are shown, Figure 10, from the many for which data 

was obtained All the curves obtained had the same general shape and differed 

moanly in tho pow r output foro given discharge curTent. 

Gos puf11>lng (21) (22) was found to be a major factor affecting the output 

of the I and vory effOJt should be mode to minimize the effects of gas pumping· 

The effoct1 of gos pumping w«e observed during the taking of doto . After a change 

in th curr nt level the output would either decrease or increase from the initial new 

output pending on whether the current was increased or decreased . The change 

was small, 1 ()%, at low current I v Is but Increased to approximately 25% ot a 
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current of 20 amperes 

The dolo for curves A and 8 of Figure 10 were taken after the optical output 

reached steody tlole · Th. data for curve C was produced as the current was steadily 

increased. The highet output for a given dischCI'ge current is most likely due to a 

more optimum gos preuure for a given discharge current and indicates that the 

optimum preuure point may be different for different values of current. Even though 

the gas return system Incorporates the recommendations given by See, et al. (21} it 

ts obvlously not optimum and oddltlonol Investigation Is needed in this area. The 

potNer output ot wverol different current levels compared very favorably to the 

values given by Labuda ( 12). 

T r thf' holds were not determined for tile VCI'ious frequencies present in 

the loser boom. A diffraction grath~ system from a rnonochrometer was used to 

identify the froquoncles In the beam. Tables of known frequencies given by Gordon, 

et ol. ( 13) and Btldgea, (8) were used to lp identify the frequencies . The thres-

holds given ore simply the current levels at which some output could be visually 

detected. The gal preuure used when determtni~ the threshold values was the 

optimum pressure determined for <488lA. The four frequencies, other than 4880A, 

that were ldontlfl d and their rOtpOCtlve thresholds ore: 

4n7 A at 24 0 c:JII1*"M 
4765 A at 12.0 ~res 
5017 A at 14 4 ctnperes 
5145 A at 13.2 ~ 

The threshold For <488>A for this laMf Is the same as the minimum current required to 

malntotn Ionization or opproxlmately 5 amperes .. 



The voltage drop oaou th. discharge was q>proxlmately 210 vo lts at the 

optimum gas ~ ~sure, ohhough thh varied by .:!: 5 volts from curve to curve. During 

the period "'hich rh optimum pre-~.sure was being sought it was found that the dis

charge ol ego was ot o minimum when the optimum pressure was reached. The 

vohogct noco·uory to 'tul th4t dlschuge in conjunction with the Tesla coil was ap

p.oximot ly 420 voltt. 

of operation of the loser there was some concern that 

the 0-f'ingt in I vocuum coupllngi would overheat. Because of this the temperature 

of :~e <:o\.opl;n<J"...., at tnOni or~ uting Chromei-Aiume l thermocouples. At current 

lovol' oi 10 CJ;' .. 'P-<ltcu , i' rcqvirod oppr~imately 5 minutes for the couplings to reach 

irnum I ~roh.~te which was allowed. The maximum working tern-

p«ol\lt of 1 0-ri , which t:6 Vlton, Is listed os 200°C, but in order to mai ntain 

o margin of tofory 100°C wos Ml os the upper terr'f*'a ture limit. The 0-rings ore 

pr nrly 1~ Umirtng foetor for long-term operation. 

8 . Pft08U S FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATION 

Sovorol t~~tcomtl'lllltndotio,. hove been mode for futu"e lmprovementof the laser 

ord fcx fur..- inv uigotlorw. The present work was hcmpered by the lack of required 

information in ,.. oroo of mot rlalt, and of suitable materials, and facilities. The 

work would hg-, boon oidod by having o Iorge flat surface upon which to work· One 

facility , vifi lod by thit wtllet, hod obtained a lc.-ge slab of granite approximately 

4 by 8 fo t that w 01 ground riot within 0 .01 inches for less than $100.00 . Additional 

iterm of utpmonl which would have olded the construction work ore a "dean benchn 
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ond o men~ t.p4tC h ,., type leolc clet ctor. If ; ity tud mpur s ies are to be undertaken 

in tNt futvr , o moi~ ch'ometer is o neceulty . A spe tr 1 1 c um ana yzer wou d a I so be 

0 higl ly d siroblo item. 

T fu'\t ' COiftllnendotlon for future ffort has been mentioned earlier and is 

o continual on of offorh to utilize alumina. It Is entirely possible tha t o ther even 

mote suitable mot rlolt ore available. A likely source of new "super" materials is 

thts country's t.pOC ptOgrom ond this or-eo should be lnvesti ated for materials. 

Corban h01 own tome p-omf 01 reported by Hernquist (10). A suitable material 

,ic; I rotur , 2000 to 3tXXJ°C and have a low sputtering 

yi ld. i~ d~Hit.obl thot it be o di I ctrtc but this Is not entirely necessary ( 10} 

(12). 

A modificotlon of the pr nt I that should be undertaken as soon as 

postibl is to rol I fW 'Aftl.nftroture ltmit of the structure.. An easy step in 

doi this would b. to r ploce I pr nt ()-rings with ones of o higher temperature 

limit tuch m tiltcone ~lngt, « poulbly replacing the present couplings with a 

flange ty , m.otol o~tng, iolnl sy I m. It would be possible to considerably extend 

tho sorvico 1 mpcuotu by utilizing the flange I)'S m rather than the couplings. 

It is v 'Y li ly that he pt nt gas f1ow system can be much improved . The 

pr nt g01 r rurn loop l1 of rot small, 8 mm, Inside diameter 1 and is terminated 

in 1/-t Inch 00 ube 10 that vacuum couplings already on hand could be used· It 

would mo t IUc ly improv the sys m to use as ICI'ge a dlamoter and as short a section 
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01 pouible, keeping in mind that the elech'ical f--...1---- of the t b 
"'t"""'UfK;G gas re urn must e 

greoter thon that of tho bore toction . Under RF excitation, the conditions are 

complcrrQntory in tho both tho electrical impedance and the gas flow impedance 

sh>uld be vory low. It may be ~tible to devise a multiple return system using a 

number of $1n0llet tvbft that individually hove o high electrical impedance and a 

relotively low g~ f1ow lmpec:Jonc., 10 that In combination, they would still exhibit 

the high olectrlcol lmpec:Jonc. required, but a very low gas flow impedance . 

T ont ire ot o of tnalntolnlng on optimum gas pressure in the bore appears 

to be on oln'IIOU vn ovc~d otoo of ondeovor at the present time. It is felt that effort 

1p0n1 in Dhit OtOo it vt~ty much warronted from the conversion efficiency standpoint . 

In t tGmCt at o a1 go~ Oow It the subject of Impurities in the gas. In this 

w01k commordol ode gal wc:a uMd for economy reasons . It was fair ly certain that 

thit SO' would bo of .._,rnclont quoUty befcre work commenced on the system since 

It had bet n rctpOfled (8) that the argon 11,., .csalA, had been very difficult to 

oliminoto ov n with , peoted nUihl,.,s with a buffer gas. 

During the dolo runt It wos noted that severe heating occurred under condi-

tiom that indicated thot lor amounts of Impurities w•e present in the system . It 

would M•m, th •fOf , that o study of the effect of iqwrities, such as common 

at~dc coMtitU<antl, on the ~tom Is very deslr~le. Some changes, e.g. 

elimination of the Vi ton 0-tlng tools, In the sy1tem would be required to insure 

thor •he 1 , w01 1 o&c r ..... 
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An additional modlncotlon of the system ~flat would t. _ . ad ' oe very vantageous 1 

would be t odditlon of o mcenettc coli to the bore, sufficient to provide an axial 

field of 1200 gOtA• • Labuda, 1 ol. ( 12) indlcole that thfs would enhance the output 

pow« by o foctc:w of S fot o 3 mm bore and this Is a stzable lncree§e . This coil 

should probobly be hand fettMd on the bar. rather than ott mpting machine winding. 

The~ of magnetic enhancement Is alto possible under RF or pulsed excita

tion model. The Rf ge o1or pr ntly available Is cq')Cibl of continuous power 

output at 10 Hz, of 800 wath and thor·t-t~~ ..... output to 1000 watts. This would 

pmvtde po.... ov pu In the 01 o of 20 to SO mw without enhancement and RF excita-

tlon appoar1 itobl from 1 tandpolnt of ex nell~ th II~ of the bore. 

0 i 1 m which would lmpove the emclency of the amplifier would be the 

rep lac nl of 1 It windows with high quality qu<l'tz flats The present 

wlndow1, Oi not ar II , have very htgh scattering losles. e pr ntly appears 

1o be llt11 ,.,.,hod 10 spectnng polish quality of the wtnclows It would appear 1 that 

many t1 1 very n tol oncea, I.e. 1/50 or 1/100 of a visible wave length flat-

nest, are ~~n In lieu of tpec:IRng the grade of polish. It iss aested here , that 

one thod might be to tpeell'y the allowable percentage of refl cted or scattered 

light from on optical Mrloce when a I~ beam such • a He-Ne laser is impinging 

at the a. ~··on that a.foc:a. When the pretent windows reordered, 

Coi-Astro Optical Loboro etl gave CIIIUI'ances that the polish would be the best 

obtalnabl • n t windows arrived and w•e lllumlna with a laser beam, 

they appeared to hove a fairly ht I vel of -~<~rtng In c:ofi1MI"1 to some thot 
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